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The owner of this cottage^ as the reader
Is already apprised, was a Mr. Martin, who
with a ,(e w, theirs Jiad .made, :ip?i»X^years
before, the first permanent settlement in
the valley. They had purchased of one
‘Colvin, a resident of the small village, to
which allusion has before been made, situa
ted some six or eight miles below, in the
southerly corner of what had now become
an organized town embracing the greatest
part of this settlement within its bounda
ries. This man had formerly acted as agent
to Harwood, the original proprietor of the
whole valley, in disposing of the same lands
to others which he subsequently sold to
Martin and his companions as principal,
the first occupants becoming sick of their
bargains, or proving too poor and thriftless
to pay for their farms, having abandoned
and left them, before receiving any but de
feasible titles, with their few scanty im
provements to more able and enterprising
successors. About the time of this deser
tion of the first settlers, or rather squatters,
perhaps, they might be termed, Colvin
made a journey to the sea-port in New
Hampshire where Harwood resided, and re
turned with the story that he had bought
out the original proprietor, and was now sole
owner of the valley. He then immediate
ly set to work in searching for purchasers ;
and by his unwearied exertions in this res
pect, and the inducements held out by the
smallness of his now reduced prices, he
soon succeeded in finding money purchas
ers for all the valley thought capable of im
provement. This ne had no sooner effec
ted than he suddenly left that part of the
country and was heard of no more.
From
this time the settlement made rapid prog
ress in improvement ; and many of the
families there now permanently located, among which was that of Martin, were, at
the period of our tale, in comparatively ea
sy and comfortable circumstances. Martin
and his wife having no chddren of their
own had taken May, the heroine of our sto
ry, when quite young, and adopted her as a
daughter.—Of the girl’s parentage little or
nothing had ever been ascertained.
Her
mother, it appeared, had been taken ill on
the road in a neighborhood on the borders
of New Hampshire, and gained admittance
into a private family to remain during her
confinement. The man who attended her
was not her husband, but as he staled, a
person employed to convey her to her
¡friends in Vermont.
And pretending to
:give her name and residence, and leaving a
sum of money with the family amply suffi
cient for the present support of the mother
and her expected infant, he immediately re
turned, for the purpose, as he avowed, of
apprising her husband of her situation. The
young woman, lor so she seemed, in a few
hours gave birth to a daughter ; not howev
er without the cost of her own life ; for she
was soon seized with fever and delirium,
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neighborhood from which he removed to ings and love-partings are teHble things to
his present residence in the valley.
Dur fluster one—ain’t they May ?’
ing the first years of May’s adoption, and
4 There!’ rejoined the former in a tone
till the removal of Martin to Vermont, she of exulting glee,4 there ! see how the girl
was allowed, summer and winter, the ad blushes ! I guess she thinks the gentleman
vantages of an excellent common school, in may have seen her and her beau in their
which she was distinguished for uncommon loving ramble across the pasture.—May be,
proficiency for her age. And the taste for sir,’ she continued turning to the stranger,
reading, which she here thus early acquired, 4 may be you witnessed the parting ?’
was ever after maintained and improved by
4 pQo, I saw no one after leaving the woods
means of a choice selection of books, which till I reached the house,’ replied the man
Martin inherited from his father, and preser with evident uneasiness of manner—4 Did
ved out of respect to his memory rather than you pass the way I came, Miss,?’
for any pleasure or profit they ever afforded
4 I have not been in the road, sir,’ an
him, or his still more unlettered companion.
At this period also she was apparently much swered May, with as much calmness as she
beloved by both Martin and his wife, and could command in her fresh alarm at the
was uniformly treated by them with pa turn which the conversation now threatened
rental kindness and attention. But as she to take, accompanied as the question was
approached to womanhood, and began to with a tone and look of suspicion for which
The enquiry,
attract the esteem and admiration of all who she could readily account.
however,
to
her
great
relief
was
pursued no
became acquainted with her by her amiable
further, and the conversation being now di
disposition,
her
sprightliness
and
beauty.
■bi.: s. »..’..;.
y";“,,
Z:/£c,ed •» ±r^'‘
»!»
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seemed to address her with too much of the
air of an old acquaintance.
In short she
felt, she scarce knew why, that he had
some preconcerted object in view some Way
connected with herself.—And she retired
to rest that night with sensations of dis
pleasure, and with a disquietude of feeling
that she had never before experienced.
While such thoughts and undefined ap
prehensions were agitating the guileless bos
om of May, the disagreeable object of her
reflections was occupied in another apart
ment, to which he also had retired for the
night, in writing a letter to an absent associ
ate. For the benefit of the reader we take
an author’s privilege of looking over his
shoulder.

4 Well, Col., here I am snug at Martin’s,
where I am to remain at present, gentleman
land-looker, as I call myself, till I put other
business in train. I arrived this afternoon
—sooner by some days than I expected,
having come not slow most of the way, I as-

truded into his hat which he held in his lap$
seemingly gazing at something at the bot
tom, while the other was attentively listen
ing to the remarks, which at intervals, felt
from the former. The dialogue Which now
ensued between them, will sufficiently ex
plain the nature of their employment.
4 Are you quite certain, Mr. Gow* that
you have at last found the real genuine sort
of stone, which you have this wonderful fac
ulty of seeing things in ?’
Or quite surei. It is the same thifo ovalj
yellow, speckled kind of stone I used when
I discovered the pot of money on Cape
Cod, that they supposed Kidd buried there.
How provoking, to get only â hundred dol
lars for that job, when I might have gone
shares with the man who employed me had
I chose it ! But the fact was, Martin, I
was not at that,time entirely Certain that 1
possessed this faculty to so great an extent
as I afterwards found?
4 But what can be the reason that yoti
cannot see in the stone at one time as well
as
1■
--4 No one can exactly tell.
A friend of
mine who has the faculty, and is deeply
skilled in these matters, supposes it is the
devil that casts a mist before the storie to
hide what otherwise might be discovered ;
and this may be the case, it is possible that
it may have some connection with the
weather or state of the air. I had a beauti
ful clear view the first time Î tried the stone
after finding it this morning, but as my mind
was running on scenes in my own country
I made no discoveries of anything herea
bouts, for the view had faded away before I
could turn my thoughts to this spot.
Onë
must always keep his mind intently fixed
on what he expects to discover, and wait
with patience till the stone Clears, and then
if there is any thing to be found, he will be
sure to see it, and all the objects by Which
it is surrounded.’

part of Martin and his wife began unaccount
es, and shed tears of vexation‘at ihe unfeel horse at the end of the first day’s" journey.—
ably to decline ; and instead of receiving
ing and wanton manner in which the se 4 Bought !’ you will say.—Yes of an old
these demonstrations of esteem towards
crets of her heart had been exposed to a white Cow I run afoul of in the stable.—
their deserving daughter with that pride and
stranger—and that stranger, too, the very 4 What a mad cap !’ you will again exclaim,
gratification which real parents would feel,
one of all others before whom she would 4 thus to endanger the success of honest
they seemed to sicken at the praises she re
have been most anxious to avoid such an speculation.’—But the fact was Col. 1 was
ceived, and view them with increasing un
exposure, coupled as it had been with her getting on too slow for my disposition, and
easiness, giving vent to their feelings at last
walk which had put her in possession of an —and I could not help it. But the animal
on the innocent and distressed cause of
unpleasant secret, as she feared it was, res fell down and died just as I was coming into
them in such bitterness of manner and ex
pecting him. How unlucky ! she thought. the settlement; and I rolled him off a ledge
pression as to render her often extremely
—■Perhaps even now she had become the into the brook, where he wont enjoy much
miserable.
And this treatment was the
object of his suspicion and dislike.
She more society, I am thinking, but the fishes
more painful and perplexing as it arose from
had intended, before so unexpectedly en and foxes till he is pretty well distributed.
no avowed or reasonable causes, being foun
So no danger from that little frolic.
Now
ded probably in a sense of growing inferi countering him on her return, to make
known the transaction she had witnessed. for the girl—she is here, and no common af
ority, and a petty jealousy at the preference
Well formed,
But now should she do so, and the affair fair neither I assure you!
with which she was personally regarded,
should be satisfactorily explained, she dread handsome and knowing—Indeed I fear me
and the greater respect which her intellec
ed the ridicule which she probably must ex ohe knows rather too much—at least, that
tual superiority always commanded, leaving
soul-rending sort of look of hers I plainly see
her the most hopeless of all tasks, the en perience from all parties from having acted
Besides
the spy and eavesdropper—and should it will require a pretty thick mask.
deavor to conciliate those whose conduct alead to the detection of some villany, per Martin tells me she is engaged to a young
rises from motives they are ashamed to ac
[To bë continued.}
haps she would have to be called into court farmer, lately settled here, but who luckily
knowledge, and whose dislike has no other
as a witness—a consequence jyhich she no started a journey for two months, the very
origin than in the baseness of their own
The Moss Rosei—The angel wild takes
less dreaded. She concluded therefore to day I arrived. So you see I have got to
hearts.
keep the whole transaction carefully locked push matters rather briskly ; and it will be cate of the flowers, and sprinkles upon them
A new era now occurred in the life of
Having a hard case if she don’t find herself Mrs. the dew in the still night, slumbered on a
May—the era of her first love.
William as a secret in her own bosom.
Lord ! if spring day in the shade of d rose-bushi ■
come to this determination, and having suc Gow before the fellow returns.
Ashley, an intelligent and enterprising
And when he awoke he said, with a smila
ceeded by this time in allaying her disturb she but knew her own secret, or mine, I
young m^in, had been employed by a gen
ed feelings, and in assuming, in a good de might as well try to catch a lark in the sky ing countenance, most beautiful of my chil
tleman in Massachusetts owning wild lands
dren, I thank thee for thy refreshing odor$
by whistling.
:n Vermont, to survey a tract lying west of gree, a calm demeanor, she rejoined the
As to the other part of our projected and cooling shade. Could you now ask any
company, her repugnance to the stranger
the settlement, making the valley his head
1
being mingled with some curiosity to learn scheme, I am sure it will work well. Mar favor, how willingly Would 1 grant it !
quarters, and the house of Martin his home
Adorn me with a new charm, said the
more of his character, and see whether he tin whom in my rapid way of doing things,
on his staled returns from his labonwus du
would mention the circumstance which had I have sounded in al! shapes, informs me spirit of the rose bush, in a beseeching tone.
ties in the woods, he became interested In
And the angel adorned the loveliest of
so unfavorably impressed her and her lover, that it is generally believed here that pre
May—loved her, and was soon loved in re
and if so, in what manner he would explain cious metals lie hid in these mountains ; and flowers with simple moss.
turn with all the purity and fervor with
Sweetly it stood there in modest attife, the
it. But in this she was disappointed, as I have already hinted my natural faculties
which a young maiden yields up her virgin
not the least allusion was then or ever af in seeing in the magic-stone,* (the wonders moss rode, the most beautiful of its kind.
affection. The intimacy soon resulted in
Lovely Lina, lay aside thesplended orna
terwards made by him to the transaction. of which I find are still believed in among
an engagement of marriage, and a deter May soon perceived however, that the stran them,) and in working the divining rods. ment and the glittering jewel, and listen td
mination on his part to purchase a farm and
ger had already made rapid progress with Both of these marvelous implements I shall the instruction of maternal nature.
settle in the valley ; to al! of which Martin
his host and hostess toward gaining the very naturally find in a day or two, proba
and his wife either seemed coldly indiffer
A fact for Geologist#.—Several days
footing of a familiar acquaintance; and it bly ; when I shall open the golden pros
ent, or manifested their dislike, though as
was with some surprise that she learned pect to Martin’s greedy eyes; and if it takes ago, the workmen engaged in getting out
before intimated, they had the year previ
that he was to become for the present an as we may safely swear it will, I shall com stone at Mr. Defree’s farm, two miles below
ous used considerable management to induce inmate in the family.
He had introduced mence operations immediately. So old boy, this place; found, on breaking a mass ofrock,
May to consent to the hasty proposals of
himself, it appeared, by the name of Gow, you may come on with your traps as soon two lizards and a small rattle snake. Ón
one a thousand times less worthy.
Ashley
stating that he was travelling with the view as you receive this ; for I shall want you at exposing them to the sun a few moments,
having now contracted fora farm in pursu
of purchasing lands ; and having heard all events—I will look out the old cave you they became perfectly alive. From the
ance of his resolution to settle in the place, that Harwood settlement presented good in described in the mountains, and have all thickness of the rock in Which they were
his time had since been spent in alternately
ducements to purchasers, he had now accor things in readiness by the time you arrive. found, and the slow formation of the lime
improving his new purchase, and resuming
stone species of rock, ages must have passed
dingly paid it a visit for this purpose. This
Yours in rascality, truly,
Gow.
the avocation which had been the means of
since they were thus encompassed.
avowal had led to a proffer of assistance on
The
next
day
was
spent
by
Martin
and
introducing him into the settlement.
Piqua (0.) Couf.
the part of Martin to further the objects of his new acquaintance in the woods, the for
Having now given the reader a brief the stranger, and soon to a compliance with
mer acting as guide, as they rambled over
Apple Jelley.—The apples are to be
sketch of the situation and characters of the the request of the latter to take up his abode
the adjacent tracts of wild land in further
pared, quartered, the core completely re
leading personages of our little story, we will in the family while he remained in the
ance of the professed object of the latter’s
return to the thread of the narrative where place. Such was the ostensive object of sojourn in the valley.—The next, and the moved, and put in a pot without watery
we left it for this digression*
the stranger’s visit. This information May next, found them engaged in the same em closely covered, and placed in an oven
After parting from her lover, May lin- gathered
i
from her mother in the absence of ployment, to the great wonderment of May, over a fire. When pretty well stewed, the
gered almost unconsciously some time in the
i
gentleman, who after supper had taken who, knowing from the course taken by juice is to be squeezed out through a cloth,the vicinity of the romantic spot which had sa long ramble across the farm in the twi them, and from their returns to their daily to which a little of the white of an egg is to
witnessed their adieus—now listlessly stoop light of the delicious evening.
But the meal at noon, that their excursions were al be added, and then the sugar. Skim it
previously to boiling, then reduce it to a
ing to pluck some favorite flower that peep truth of the account which the man had
ways short and in the same direction, could
ed from its covert beneath her devious foot- thus given of himself she felt much disposed not understand the use of so much explo proper consistency, and an excellent jelly
Jojdiscredit for though the„ story was sim ring for a general examination of a few lots will be the product.
to nurse to a married daughter of the family «wftrtrr rne loved one’s name on tlhe bark of ple and reasonable enough in nseir, sne yet ot land. She was also led to notice that a
Virtues of the Tomato—A medfoal pntfwho resided with them, and who kindly re some solitary tree, while her mind was sweet was wholly unable to reconcile it in her deep intimacy was growing between them ;
ly occupied with the pleasant reminiscences
mind with what she had witnessed ; and and she soon perceived that they were enga fessor in one of the colleges of the West
ceived the little stranger to share with her
of the past, or indulging in those dreamy the more she reflected on the subject the
speaks warmly in favor of the Tomato. He'
own child that nourishment of which it had
ged in some secret purpose far different
been deprived by the untimely death of its and bright imaginings of the future whichi stronger became her suspicions that there from that by which they pretended to be says in all those affections of the liver, and
love and hope are forever uniting to create
mother.—After a few weeks had elapsed,
r was something wrong in his character, aud occupied. Gow affected in the presence of other organs, where calomel is indicated, h
in the bosoms of the youthful. And it was
i something which he was making an effort to the family, a knowing silence on the sub is probably the most effective, and least
no one in the meantime appearing to claim
. nearly sunset before she was aroused to the
the child, a letter was sent to the address of
conceal. During the course of the evening ject of their employment, and frequently harmful remedial agent known to the priju
the supposed father, but without bringing necessity of a speedy return to her home. May found frequent opportunities for exam pretended to check his friend as the latter fession.—That a chemical extract will prob
Now quickening her steps, however, she ining the personal appearance of Gow (for
ably soon be obtained from it which will al
from any one either a visit or an answer.
began to throw out hints about new houses,
Recourse was then had to the post-master soon arrived at the door, and was timidly by that name we shall now call himj more improvements and purchases, implying a together supersede the use of calomel in the*
cure of disease.
That he has successfully
of the town which had been given as the entering under the expectation of receiving closely than she had before the means of sudden change in his circumstances.
All
some ill-natured reprimand from Martin doing.—Though young he was evidently
treated serious diarrhoea with this article al
residence of the husband ; and in conse
this however, would have but little interest
or his wife, as was their wont on her being
quence information was soon received that long absent from her domestic duties, when considerably hackneyed in the ways of the ed our heroine, and might have passed un ione. That When used as an article of di
world, and seemed well versed in the ordi heeded by her, had she not motives of her et, it is almost a sovereign remedy for dys
no person or family of that name and des
with a feeling approaching thoughtfulness,
cription had ever resided there. And as no
nary modes of flattery, and art of insinua own for watching the conduct of Gow, pepsia or indigestion.—That persons re
she caught a glance of a third person in the
ting himself into the good graces of stran whose character from the first she had so moving from the east or north to the west or
other intelligence was ever after received on
room, whom she took to be some neighbor,
the subject, and neither any remarks of the
gers. His exterior was good, and his de much reason to regard with suspicion, and south should by all means make use of it as
setting with his back towards her, thinking
deceased mother during the few hours of
meanor, with ordinary observers, might whose increasing attentions to herself, which an aliment, as it would in that event, save*
that his presence would protect her from
have been prepossessing.
But those who could now no longer be mistaken for ordi them from the danger attendant upon those
her rationality after her arrival, nor any
the anticipated rebuke, till the occasion
thing found among her effects, affording the
scrutinized him more closely might easily nary courtesy, and which grew every day violent bilious attacks to which almost all
should be fdrgotten. But this penalty she have detected a hollowness in his manner,
unacclimated persons áre liable. That tifo*
least clue for unravelling the mystery, the
would have gladly suffered the next moment which showed that the heart was taking but more and more annoying, furnished her ad citizens in general should make use of if, ei
transaction was very naturally concluded to
in exchange for the disagreeable surprise little part in the wheedling language of the ditional reasons for wishing to fathom his ther raw, cooked, or in form of a Catsup,,
be one of those frauds often practiced to
designs.
she encountered ; For she had scarcely
with their daily food,-as it is the most' heal
palm off as respectable some frail fair one
tongue, and a sort of questionable expres
But it is time, perhaps, to apprize the rea
reached the interior of the room before the sion in the glances of his restless eye, which
thy
article of the Materia Ali mentaria1.
and her illegitimate on strangers. The lit
der more fully of the project in which Gow
tle innocent subject of these suspicions, thus person turned round, and in him she at like the savage foe in the woods, seemed to had enlisted Martin.
Anecdote.— A keen yankee called at tfie*
left unknown and unowned among entire once recognized the man whose singular avoid open encounter, and to be continually
At the foot of a lofty mountain in the shop of an; apothecary, to purchase a small1
conduct she and Ashley had lately witnessed skulking away and back under the steady
strangers, was not however, on that account
with so much surprise and suspicion. She gaze of the beholder, as if guarding hidden woods, about a mile northwesterly of Mar drug, for which the doctor charged three’
neglected. Having been first whimsical
tin’s House, a few days after Gow’s arrival, shillings and fourpence.—Says Jonathan,instantly recoiled at the unexpected discov
ly termed the May flower, and finally May,
motives with a constant apprehensiveness these two personages might be seen seated
44 if you’ll abate the odd money, I’ffpay t’he
ery
and
stood
a
moment
mute
and
abashed
of their detection. Such at least were the on a fallen tree, the one with his face profrom the circumstance of her having been
even.” 44 Very well,” replied Bolus,44 seeihg
before the painful scrutiny of his gaze.
impressions of May whose scrutiny instead
born on the first day of the month of that
it is you, I’ll take the even.” Jonathan im
4 Why ! what ails the girl !’ exclaimed of lessening had now increased the dislike
name, she received the kindest attention
*The belief that there was a peculiar Bind mediately paid fourpence, declaring that to1
Mrs. Martin. 4 A body would think she she had conceived toward this person. Be
from the family till nearly two years of age,
of stone in which certain individuals had be even, and three shillings to be odd. 44 Ah*
was
afraid
of
strangers.
’
sides she was not altogether pleased with his the faculty of discovering hidden things by
when becoming a pretty and promising child,
ha,” says Bolus, 44 you think you have4 Perhaps, wife,’ observed Martin with a
she was taken by Martin, who then, and
manner toward herself.
It was evident
malicious smile, 4 perhaps May’s walk has from bis remarks that his enquiries concern directing their thoughts to them, formerly caught me, I suppose, but that’s your mis
for some years afterwards, resided in that (
existed1 to a considerable extent in many take ; for I now make three hundred per
confused her wits a little—these love-meeting her had been already particular j and he parts of Vermont

cent, ofi the prime cost.”

I

Letter from Crockett.-—Crockett has sent al ““ A
A Rowland
Rowlandfor
for your
your Oliver.
Oliver.””—
—Not
Not long
long J! -The Rail Road.-—We learn from the gen-------letter to the editors of the National Intelli- since the Argus copied from the Journal of tieman who , accompanied
Col. Long in his
late“ reconnoisance tfrom
gencer exposing the means which have been Commerce,
—*------ accompanied
------------- : J by a highly com 1 lot
---------- this place to Curio[From the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser.]
Latest from Europe.—By the ship Ex
employed to oust him from his seat in Con mendatory editorial notice, an article hostile j tunk falls, at Solon, that a favorable route is
change, which arrived here yesterday from
WAR AT LAST!
gress.
We diPhot doubt that his statements to the Bank of the United States. Still more i found for a Rail Road the-whole distance :
Liverpool, we have received our files of Lon
It appears by the CJeaveland papers receiv aie correct. The fact, that the President has recently, it republished from the Globe anoth i the greatest angle of elevation being found
don papers to August 19. The Municipal ed this morning, that the hot-bloods of Michi used his frank, for the circulation, in the late er article exulting in lhe arrangement which, I near General Sawyer’s, in the west part of
corporations bill was discussed in committee gan and Ohio have actually succeeded in get canvass, of numbers of the Globe in Tennes according to the Argus, “ has been . entered i Brooks, amounting to about two-thirds of a
of the house of Lords, on the 17th and 18th, ting up a real battle—not being disposed to see, to the injury of Crockett, is well attested. into by the Deposit Banks which puts the degree for about half a mile, but which may
on all its clauses, and was finally reported let all their blustering and bravado go for That the Chief Magistrate of the nation country in possession of a better paper cur be reduced to half a degree at some extra ex
with important amendments. Some of the nothing.
should descend to such interference in the rency than that furnished by the Bank of the pense ; and that the greater part of the distance
amendments, making a material change in
We mentioned, yesterday, that the army of election of a member of Congress is indeed United States.” Upon the article in the is wonderfully level and smooth. The route
the character of the bill, were passed by large Michigan militia, lately encamped at Toledo, humiliating:—
Globe the Journal of Commerce publishes passes through Waldo Pl., Brooks, a corner
majorities. One moved by Lord Lyndhurst, having been disbanded, had returned to their
the remarks to be found below. As the Ar of Monroe, Knox, Thorndike, Unity, Burn
Weakley County, Tennessee, ?
providing that one fourth of the Councils, or homes ; and it was anticipated that all imme
gus considered the Journal good authority in ham, Pittsfield, a corner of Canaan and Corn
August 10 th, 1835.
5
whatever the municipal bodies are called, diate cause for hostile collision had been re
one case, why unless able to refute its reas ville, Hartland and Athens, to Solon on the
Messrs. Gales & Seaton :
shall be elected for life, was adopted by a vote moved ; but, from the accounts before us, it
As I have closed my canvass, and the re oning, should not our neighbor consider it as Kennebec.
of 126 to 39. This amendment was strongly seems that—from some cause or other,
Another route, perhaps equally favorable,
sult is known, I have concluded to drop you equally good authority in another ?
opposed by Lord Brougham and Lord Mel which is not stated—hostilities have really
is found by keeping on the East side of the
Portland Adv.
a
line
to
inform
you
what
I
had
to
contend
bourne, and supported by the moverand commenced between the belligerents, on a
against. I had Andrew Jackson npenly frank
“ Important Bank Arrangement—The Bet Twenty-five Mile Pond, near Col. Smith’s;
Lords Wharncliff and Ellen,borough. An scale commensurate with the importance of
ter Currency.—Under this imposing title, the thence by the valley, to Peltoma Point, in
other amendment provides that the members the matter which they are wrangling about. ing documents, and writing letters into my
district. He even had my mileage and pay Globe contains a long article, in which nearly Chandlerville ; thence up the valley of the
of the existing councils, instead of going out
The bulletin account of the action, on the as a member of Congress drawn off, and all the Deposit Banks are enumerated, with western branch of the Sebastecook, to near
of office on the 1st of May next, according to part of the Ohioans—though not official—
a statement of the arrangements made by Moose Pond, in Hartland, whence the route
the original provision of the bill, when ap sets forth as follows :—On the morning of franked it to the district, where it was publish
ed
in
a
newspaper.
His
object
was
to
hold
them respectively for the establishment ofa is very level to Athens village.
pointed tor life shall continue to hold their the 15th instant, the sheriff of Monroe coun
A route so favorable, and so much nearer
general currency,—better, as the Globe says,
out
the
idea
to
the
people
that
I
had
taken
offices by that tenure. With these and other ty, accompanied by a body of armed men,
than that created by the Bank of the United than any other from the St. Lawrence
pay
for
the
same
mileage
that
Mr.
Fitzgerald
amendments it was probable that the bill made a descent upon the village of Toledo,
to the Atlantic, cannot fail, we think, of re
would pass the house of Lords. The subject and captured the sheriff of Lucas county, did, when it is well known, all over the dis States. Our hopes were a good deal raised ceiving due attention.
by the pompous announcement, but were not
trict,
that
Mr.
Fitzgerald
charged
pay
for
appears to excite a strong interest with the whom they carried off. The party reappear
The saving of distance is about 50 miles
thirteen hundred miles, and I charged for one sustained on going through with lhe details.
public.
ed in the course of the day* in search of: such thousand. The * * * * stated that. I ought to The Deposit Banks might establish a cur over the Portland route, and about 30 over
The bill for abolishing imprisonment for judges and justices as were acting under the
the Wiscasset, or the Bath route, and the
debt, had passed the House of Commons and laws of Ohio ; but did not succeed in getting have charged but for seven hundred and fifty rency of immense value if they could only be ground so much more level and feasible than
miles
—
a
fact
that
he
must
know,
every
man
brought
to
act
upon
an
enlarged
and
enlight

was read for the first time in the House of hold of them, as the citizens of Toledo had
either of them, there remains no doubt that
Lords on the 17th. Lord Brougham strongly armed themselves for battle, and made such that is acquainted with the district must know, ened policy. But lhe details in the Globe Belfast must be the Atlantic terminus, if dis
show that there is no such spirit among them.
eulogized the measure, and Lord Lyndhurst stout resistance, that after the exchange of fl is untrue.
The truth is, I do believe he is determined A large number of the Banks agree to take tance, economy, and capability of ground are
said that he had no fault to find with the bout one hundred shots, the invading party
to
expend every dollar of the Treasury, or at par such notes of other Deposit Banks as of any importance, (and they are no slight con
principle of it, but if-its details were to be ad fled. They were hotly pursued, but being on
make
Van Buren his successor. I am deter may be received by Deposit Banks from the siderations,) in this interesting concern. We
equately considered this session, the House horseback, were not overtaken.
mined
to let the world know the means that public land agents, &-c. ; and others agree to feel now morally certain that beyond all com
wotdd have to sit some months longer.
There is one feature of this splendid affair,
parison, the best route has been ascertained for
In the House of Commons Sir J. C. Hob which is worthy of all admiration. It is the have been resorted to for the purpose of de redeem so many of their own notes in Phila the Rail Road to Quebec. It is matter of
house stated that, with a view of facilitating singularly bloodless result of the victory—none feating me. f had to contend against the delphia and Newr York as may be received surprise that so perfect a level (as it were) is
the intercourse with India, by the way of the being killed and only one person injured by whole popularity of Andrew Jackson and by Deposit Banks from the land agents, &c. to be obtained in so direct a course, and it
Governor Ca^GlI, and the whole strength of All this, it will be seen, extends only to Gov
Isthmus of Suez, the East India Company a contusion.
theTUnioh Haig:. I have been told by good ernment funds, and has nothing to do with would seem that the finger ofNature had
had ordered the building of two large steam
men that the managers of that Bank offered the currency or the public accommodation on pointed it out.—Belfast Journal.
boats to navigate the Red Sea. The Muni
Sir Charles R. Vaughan, His Britannic twenty-five dollars a vote for Mr. Huntsman. a broad scale, except so far as lhe receivers
cipal corporations bill for Ireland was read a Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
I had no bank to aid me: I expected to may by these arrangements be inducéd to
While Mr. J. F. Otis of Portland was re
third time and passed.—Boston Patriot.
Plenipotentiary, left this city yesterday for have a fair race ; but when the time came take notes in question, and so, to some small cently in Virginia, visiting the white sulphur
New York, where he will embark in a few and lhe polls opened, I found all Huntsman extent a par value may be given them in the springs for the benefit of his health (being af
for England. He took leave of the judges, and in nearly all cases, Huntsman of neighborhood of the land agencies. There is flicted with acute rheumatism,) the Argus saw
Three days later from England.—The ship days
<
Mary Howland, Capt. Weare, from Liver President on Saturday, and at the same time ficers to hold the election. In fact I am as noteven an arrangement among the Deposit fit to denounce him by name as a violent
pool, arrived yesterday, having sailed on the presented Mr. Bankhead, Secretary of Lega tonished that I came as near beating him as Banks to receive each other’s notes in the abolitionist, and to hint that the object of his
27th Aug. We are indebted to Capt. Weare tion, as Charge des Affaires.
I did. Men that were out of their County general payment of revenue. A few of them visit to the south was to propagate abolition
Sir Charles Vaughan has resided here near could vote for Mr. Huntsman, and at the agree to reclaim all their notes in New York,
for Liverpool papers to that date, and London
doctrines. We do not know that the design
ly ten years as the Representative of’ his same place, when they would offer to vote
to the 26th of that month.
of the denomination of $50 and upwards, of the Argus was to endanger the life of Mr.
From a conversation in the House of Lords, Sovereign,
1
and it is not easy to speak in ad-! for me .they were refused by the same judges. and some go down to tens. But the curren
Otis, but as the Argus was perfectly aware of
terms of the warmth of the regard In fact I see no hope.—The people have al
it appears that the bill for the abolition of im- equate
1
cy, the circulating medium, is not composed the high excitement which prevails at the
prisonment for Debt, which had passed the which his frank and liberal disposition, du- 1 most given up to a Dictator. Andrew Jack- of $50 and upwards. The arrangement
South on that subject, and knew that some
House of Commons, will probably not be ta- iring so Jong a residence amongst them, has ! son has franked loads of the extra Globe to
therefore can have little or nothing to do abolitionists at the south had been subjected
ken up in the House of Lords during the won from ail classes of our citizens. No for-1 every Post Office in this district, with a pros
with public convenience, for when large to violence, if not put to death, so it must
present session.
1eign Minister ever carried with him a larger ■ pectus to get subscribers for it. Now I wish
notes are wanted for remittance to New have calculated that these denunciations
On the last reading of the Irish Church share
i
of the good wishes ©four people, and to ask the world a question, or the oldest man
York, they must be applied for at the Banks, would be the means of endangering Mr Otis’
Bill in the House of Lords, some clauseshave his departure will leave a void in the society | living, if they or he ever knew any President
and of course will not be given out for that safety : and had the Argus been received a
been rejected in the bill passed by the Corn- of
1 Washington which will not be easily sup to serve out his time and then set down to
purpose. So the arrangement in this respect little sooner, its murderous purpose might
mons, which will prove another source of dis plied.—Nat. Int.
open electioneering for his successor ? The is little else than words. The Bank of Vir have been accomplished. Every generous
agreement between the two legislative bod
very paper franked by him, states that Judge ginia has some courage, and engages to re mind will appreciate the atrocious villainy of
From the New York Journal of Commerce.
ies.
White lias sold himself to the Bank, and that deem its notes in New York and Philadel such a base attempt upon the life ofa fellow
In Paris, the bill in relation to the press is
there are no Jackson White men ; that all phia, and lo receive all notes which are at citizen and neighbor.
A
woman
killed
by
her
husband.
—
One
of
the
;
still under discussion in the Chamber of Dep
must be Jackson Van Buren men. I have par in those cities. The Bank of lhe Me
Before Mr. Otis’return, he saw cause to
uties, and notwithstanding the strenuous op most unnatural and savage murders that has j
come to the conclusion, when the People will tropolis, at Washington, does the same. The change the opinions he had before held, and
position made to it, the general opinion seems , for a long time disgraced our city was perpe-!
trated in Suffolk street, on Sunday last. A sanction the like of this, we have but little to Union Bank of Baltimore do. Bank of Bur to be convinced that immediate abolition was
to be that it will eventually pass.
The news from Spain is very meagre, and man named Daniel Sullivan, a collar maker,. "°Pe> f,)r 1 d° believe Santa Anna’s king- lington, Vt. do. But there is no wide-spread altogether out of the question. And this we
affords no additional intelligence of conse quarrelled with his wife, and having first fell- ^om wili be a paradise,compared with this, system which can affect the currency of the believe is almost universally the effect of per
ed her to the ground with a blow, he drag- ■
a
years. The People are nearly ready whole country ; pothing which will ’bear the sonal observation upon those who go to the
quence.— N. Y. Cour, Inq. of 28th ult.
ged her by the heels from the house into the ’lo take 1116 y°ke of bondage, and say ‘Amen ! least resemblance or approach to the circula- South and see slaves and slavery as they are.
yard, and there twisting his hands in the hair i Ja<;kson done it it is all right!’
ting medium of U. S. Bank notes.
Kennebec Journal.
MEXICO, AUG. 22.
of her head, he commenced pummelling it I 1 have sPoken
I thought, regardless
We have the satisfaction to announce that
Judge McLean.—The Ohio State Journal,
the disturbances in the South have complete against the steps of the stoop. Finding that: consequences, and have submitted to my
The Bank of the United States.—We bave
this horrible process did not put an end to his fate wbb°ut a murmur, and rejoice that I live published at Columbus, gives us the follow
ly terminated. Gen. Bravo has agreed with
victim as speedily as he wished, hethen plant- j1,1 a ^strict that has so near a majority offree- ing letter, from Judge McLdan, in which he been informed that the Bank of the U. States
Gen. Alvares to leave the country ; and some
ed his thumbs on her windpipe close to her: tuen in it. Fiom the best information I can declines, under existing circumstances, being has sold out its Branches in Charleston, Bal
other chiefs in the opposition have made the
timore, Lexington, Louisville and Ports
•
■
■ her,
■ j and
’ get,this
I will be beaten a few votes over two
jaws
and’ endeavored
to strangle
a candidate for the Presidency. We are glad mouth, to some of the local banks, and that
same agreement.
not immediately answering the intended pur hundred in near ten thousand votes.
to learn that he has come to this resolution, negotiations are on foot for a similar transfer
I am yours, &c.
pose, he again began battering her head anot only because it diminishes the number of in two or more other places. Of all the
Navigating the Atlantic by steam.—Our gainst the steps and stamping on her with
DAVID CROCKETT.
candidates, but because we conceive there modes of winding up such an institution, such
readers will find in our advertising columns his feet. Some of his neighbors happened to
P. S. Correct errors, and publish this let are strong objections to a Judge of the Su
a process is the most advisable for all parties
this morning, notice of an intended applica witness the horrible butchery before it was ter, and take the responsibility.
preme Court of the United States being a concerned.
tion to our Legislature for the charter of a entirely consummated, and seized hold of
competitor for an elective office.
It should
In the first place, the Bank will realize its
The Providence Journal publishes the be understood that when a man becomes one
company, to be denominated “ The Atlantic him, but too late to save his unfortunate vic
capital much more speedily and surely, than
subjoined,
as
an
extract
of
a
letter
from
Mo

Steam Packet Companythe object of which tim. The blood was pouring in torrents
of the members of that high tribunal, he a- by collecting its own debts—and,
is to establish a line of steam packets between from her mouth, nose and ears, and in less bile, dated Sept. 8th, written to a gentleman bandons all ideas of .political advancement.
In the second place, the debtors to the
this port and Liverpool.
than an hour life was totally extinct. It ap in that city :
We have been surprised that Judge McLean
“ I mentioned in my last, the circumstan has not taken the same view of the objection bank, by being transferred to another Institu
We are happy to hear that Captain Cobb, pears that though the monster had been
one of our most enterprising packet Captains drinking at an early hour that morning, he ces relative to the abduction of Dr. Gesnard’s to his being a candidate, which we have no tion, which is not obliged to demand immedi
has charge of this enterprise, and that it is in was perfectly sober and collected when he child, which was rescued by the citizens doubt has been strongly felt by the commu ate payment, can obtain time on their accom
modation loans, and fresh discounts to meet
tended to build vessels of about twelve hun committed the murder. An inquest was yes from destruction. A few days since, one of nity.—Boston Pat.
business notes and acceptances.
dred tons burthen with two engines each. terday held on the body by the Coroner, and his children died very suddenly, and yester
Richland, (Ohio,) Aug. 31,1835.
Of the terms of these sales we are not ap
But little doubt is entertained of accomplish a verdict returned of death from strangula day another was taken sick in such a manner
Dear Sir—Being informed that my friends prised—but we learn that the purchasing
ing «the passage out in about twelve days and tion and blows inflicted by her husband. He as to excite suspicion that both had been poi
soned. They suspected one of Dr. G’s ne from different parts of Ohio, having consult banks have taken the whole current debt at
the return passage in about fourteen ?—We was of course committed for trial.
groes, and look him up, and after some time ed together, have come to a determination to a small discount, payable in two to five years,
have long been satisfied of the practicability
made him confess that the children had been organize and endeavor to produce a concept at a rate of interest which allows them a prof
of propelling our packets by steam, and we
Narrow Escape.—We are indebted to a poisoned. Why, they did not tell. The sup of action throughout the, State, on jhe subject it on the transaction. The managers of the
congratulate the public upon the reasonable friend for the following.—“ On Saturday eve-1
of the election of President ; and as you are Bank deserve credit for their efforts in rela
prospect of accomplishing this great object in ning about eight o’clock, one of the large position is, that they were bribed by the in
chairman of one of the principal committees, tion to this policy, which cannot fail in those
human brothers who first stole the child.
the course of the ensuing summer.
Tigers at the corner of Sixth and Prune
which has been constituted with a view to places where it is adopted, to obviate the
New York Gazette.
street^, was observed by the keepers to have
The Sun.—A writer in the Providence this subject, it is proper that 1 should make pressure which otherwise might result.
escaped from the cage. He had concealed
to you the following communication.
Philadelphia Gaz.
- A Family of Dwarfs are now exhibiting in himself under the partition adjoining the cage, Journal says—the present appearance of the
On all occasions, since my name has been
Baltimore. The editor of the Patriot says : and on the approach of the keeper, he rose disc of the sun is .somewhat unusual ; there
“ To see a family of intelligent Lilliputians, slowly and gave him a severe blow on the are to be seen about twenty distinct spots on spoken of, in reference to the Presidency, I
Robbery.—The Camden S. C. Journal says,
the oldest 25 years of age, 3£ feet high, and face. The keeper being near the door suc its surface, one of which is very large ; and to have given my friends to understand in con that the bed room of Capt. J. Meugy, was
versations,
and
by
communications
that
have
weighing but 43 lbs. and the youngest in his ceeded in making his escajte. He immedi wards the edges of the sun may be seen ex
been published, that I would not be a party entered in the night season a short time since
9th year, two feet and 7 inches in height ; ately went to the prison on the opposite side tensive ridges of whitened elevation, which
to a contest that shall be likely to lead to an by a negro man, and robbed of three hundred
and weighing but 27 lbs.; and then to see the of the street, and procured a musket loaded appear like ranges of mountains. The large
election of Chief Magistrate by the House of dollars in the pockets of some of the Captain’s
two sisters of these young beaux, one 19 and with ball and buckshot, and ascending to a dark spot above alluded to, may be seen to
Representatives. As a matter of choice 1 clothing. One Ned Carter, a free boy of col
the other 16, each less than 2 feet high, and window of the room, near to the roof of the change its shape and size while viewing it,
would not take the office through the instru or, was ascertained to be the culprit, and be
thereby
fully
proving
them
to
be
produced
weighing less than 30 lbs., and each in fine building, a lantern was lowered in order to
was pursued towards Lancaster, the money
mentality
of the House.
proportion handsomely formed—their heads, enable him to discover the object of his by smoke of volcanoes.
recovered, and the boybrgg^ht back. He
I
was
fully
aware
that
this
course
os
my
hands,. feet,
and bodies all„ correspondpart, would discourage my mends aim „.jv.'i
. , limbs
....
.
tsearch. The Tiger in the mean time had atFire in Bostor—About 2 o’clock Thurs
istrates and free holders, and sentenced to be
whjch wag iuthesara8
i,»g with the d.m.nutiveness ot then- size ; | tacked the p
my prospects ; but 1 was not desirous of the
day
morning
a
fire
was
discovered
in
a
three
hanged on the 3d Friday in October. This
to
>° converse with these little ladies and their i aparlInent and a|mo8t devOured it. He then
office, except upon such terms as would en
elder brother, and to laugh and joke with the slretched hilnae|t- out in lhe
ofthe floor story wooden building in Court street, owned able me to carry out those principles, which is a severe punishment for the crime, but
younger one, who by the way, is a cunning of the room. The keeper immediately dis by the heirs of Isaac Jackson of Plymouth, would elevate and tranquilize the political ac burglary is punishable with death in South
Carolina, as well as in several other States,
little fellow, and plays admirably on thejews- charged the contents of his musket into the and occupied by Mr. Wm. H. Vinton, as a tion of the country.
harp—is a rarity and novelty in this country.” animal’s head, and thus killed him instantly. dwelling, confectionary, and bakery, which
I was not unaware that there were several whether committed by white persons or black
was mostly destroyed. Mr. V’s loss is $2500.
ones.
gentlemen, who looked to the office, as I be
The cost of the animal was $800.—Phil. Inq. Insured at the Merchant’s Office $1500.
lieve,
with
more
solicitude
than
myself,
and
Curing Hay.—What would our farmers
It also partly destroyed, a four story wood
Hon. Isaac C. Bates, of Northampton, has
who had much higher claims to the suffra
say to the following mode of curing hay, as
Mr. Lauriatt and his daughter attempted an en building owned by Mrs. Ann Green.
ges of their fellow citizens; and, as it was been appointed by the Governor and Council^
practiced in Russia, by which all the natural ,ascension at New York on Wednesday.
On the right it communicated to a four
verdure is preserved, as related by a late ve Two attempts were made, in both of which story brick building owned by the heirs of hardly to be expected that these claims would Agent for prosecuting the Massachusetts
racious traveller :—“ As soon as the grass is they narrowly escaped serious injury. There Isaac Jackson of Plymouth, and the lower be postponed, rny resolution wras taken in Claim upon the General Government, instead
cut, it is, without having been spread, formed not being power enough for both, Mr. L. story occupied by Mr. R. E. Newman, as a reference to such a state of things. My antici of the Hon. John Davis, who has declined the
into a rick, in the centre of which has been went up alone, and rose to the height of 9000 Crockery Ware Store. He is insured, but pations have been realized. The ground on Agency.
which the contest seems now to be placed
previously placed a kind of chimney, made feet, and landed in an hpur, without any in damage not extensive.
The whigs of Louisville, Ky. have nomin
of four rough planks. It seems that the j jury to himself or to his balloon. Some of
by those who are opposed to the Baltimore
The upper stories were occupied by the
heat of the fermentation evaporates by this, the New York papers condemn the wanton Bewick Company, whose loss is about $3000, nominations,—and from the number of can ated Gen. Harrison for the Presidency.
didates in the field, it is not probable that
chimney ; and that lhe hay thus retains all exposure of his daughter’s life, by Mr. L.
and by Mr. George G. Smith, Engraver,
this ground can be changed,—necessarily, on
its leaves, its color, and its primitive flavor.
Mr Lemuel Jordan, who we mentioned a
—
whose loss is $1000. Bewick Company in
the principles I have avowed, excludes me short time since, as having been bound over
A
fatal
wound
was
inflicted
lately
upon
the
sured
at
Fireman
’
s
Office,
$2000.
Mr.
Smith
A veteran “ Whip.”—Mr. A. Shumway of’
from the list of candidates. I adhere to rny for trial for stabbing his son, was tried last
body of a negro man, with a dirk, by a young not insured.—Brigg's Bulletin.
Belchertown, has driven the stage between
principles, & of course, acquiesce most cheer week in the Supreme Judicial Court, and
woman in Cincinnati, with whom he was at
that town and Northampton more than twen
Jacob Kuhn, the late. Messenger of the fully in the decision. As a citizen I shall ev was convicted of an assault with intent to kill ;
tempting
to
take
liberties,
not
in
accordance
er oppose that which I conscientiously be-! he was sentenced to nine years hard labor in
ty-five successive years! He has passed
with her notions of propriety. He died al Legislature of Massachusetts, which office he
over the road on average twice every day,
lieve to be wrong in policy or in principle. ( the State Prison.—Let this be a solemn warn
most instantly, the instrument having pene has faithfully filled for nearly half a century,
and after making proper deductions, it will
This declaration is due to myself, to my ing to the intemperate.— Wiscasset Int.
trated his heart. The girl, who is apparently died on Tuesday morning, after a lingering
be found he has travelled 168 miles per week,
friends generally, and especially to those of
not more than 15 years of age, was examined illness.—ib.
A woman has been brought before the
8736 a year and 218,400 miles during this pe
them who have sustained the Administration,
and committed for trial.
riod of time ! His route at both extremities
The Woodsocket Falls Patriot gives an and who were among the first to introduce Mayor of New York, charged with biting off @
is usually before daylight in the morning or
my name into the contest. I wish to remove piece of her husband’s ear.
It is calculated that when all the Rail account of a shrub oak in Smithfield which from all my friends any embarrassment
after dark in the evening, and numberless in
bears
corn,
the
numerous
limbs
and
twigs
stances have occurred when the darkness Roads between Washington and New York serving for cobs. The editor calls upon the which they may feel in the ensuing election
A large meeting has been recently held by
completed, the distance will be travelled
was intense or during terrific storms, yet what are
.
world to call at his office and examine a spe of Chief Magistrate on my account. With the colored population of Baltimore, disap
is very remarkable, he has never overturned ■111 twelve hours !
puviug ui
of the
mu vvuuiityi
conduct ut
of the
uiu n,
Abolitionists,
Mun Li
cimen of it, and then decide whether it be great respect, I am, very truly and sincerely, proving
his coach, killed a horse or met with a seri--------------yours,
JOHN McLEAN.
and...............................................
declaring that the latter have rather in
corn or not corn.
ous accident of any kind. When it is remem-1 A drunken man staggered from the paveMoses H. Kirxy, Esq^ Columbus, Ohio.
jured than benefited the colored race.
bered that he has made more than fifteen ment m Philadelphia on Sunday last, fell
The New York Farmer details the result
thousand trips and conveyed al least one hun- \ down a cellar, and broke his neck.
A Neat Old Lady.—A story is told of an
The Bangor Daily Whig, and the Weekly
of an experiment of the relative effects of’
dred and twenty four thousand passengers, and I
----------------steamed and raw food in fattening 5 pigs. old lady in the Ancient Dominion, who was Courier have been transferred by their late
has neither broken a limb or upset his coach, | Madame Celeste has closed an engagement The result in about three months was, the 5 so very neat that she rubbed her floor with proprietors to Messrs. Marchant & Smith,
surely such a man deserves well of his coun- at Tremont Theatre, having performed 25 fed on steamed potatoes gained 56 pounds on sand until she fell through into the cellar, and These papers have at the same time been intry !—Northampton Courier.
i nights, lor which she received $13,000 !
* broke her leg, which caused her death.
creased in size and improved in appearance.
those fed with raw ones.
WWI
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